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SecureBrain launches “SecureBrain Scam Radar BD” – a fraud detection service for cashless
payments and Internet banking based on Big Data analysis

SecureBrain Corporation (Headquarters: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo; President and CEO: Kenichi Aoyama; hereinafter,
“SecureBrain”) announces the launch of “SecureBrain Scam Radar BD” – an independently developed fraud
detection service that analyzes Big Data to prevent fraudulent payments and money laundering, etc. for
companies that provide cashless payment services, Internet banking, and e-commerce, etc.
Attacks that target passwords and credit card data have recently become more sophisticated, with relentless
malpractice in the form of list based attacks and phishing, etc. “SecureBrain Scam Radar BD” collects and
analyzes telemetry data generated when accessing Web services or mobile applications in real time.

SecureBrain, which has been researching Internet crime for many years, uses its knowledge to detect
fraudulent transactions in real time using Big Data analysis with its unique logic, and provides a visual
report along with alert notifications.
This service can be adopted within a short period since it does not need to be integrated into any cashless
payment or Internet banking systems. Proof of Concept (PoC) (trial introduction and assessment) is being
offered until the end of December 2019 to any users considering its adoption.
SecureBrain will continuously develop security products that are able to address quickly to the latest threats
under our slogan: “Protecting Your Business from Cybercrime.”

■ Key Benefits
● Accurately detects fraudulent transactions and delivers alerts in real time.
● Enables fraudulent transactions to be stopped when linked to systems.
● Also responds to list attacks and spoofing attacks
● Provides visual reports via a Web-based dashboard.
● Is easy to adopt
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■ System configuration for “SecureBrain Scam Radar BD”

About SecureBrain
SecureBrain Corporation is a dedicated cyber-security company that provides IT security against the ever-increasing diversity of
Internet-related threats to vendors and companies who offer Web services. As a specialist security company originating in
Japan, we provide reliable security information and high-quality security products and services under our mission: “Protecting
us all from Internet crime.” See https://www.securebrain.co.jp/eng/ for further details.
◆ Contact for press enquiries ◆
Yoshio Maruyama, PR, SecureBrain Corporation
Email: info@securebrain.co.jp Tel： 03-3234-3001 / Fax： 03-3234-3002
Kioicho Building 7F,
3-12 Kioicho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo, JAPAN 102-0094

*The names of companies and products described herein are their respective trademarks or registered trademarks.
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